
It is the normal practice of publishers to conduct 
annual conferences and events worldwide curating 
cutting-edge content for all of the relevant �elds of 
interest. These conferences invite large volumes of 
papers presented by participants and research 
scholars. These need to be quickly converted into 
digital outputs for maximum dissemination of the 
material through electronic channels for creating 
visibility for the society.

Leveraging Technology 
to Manage Short 
Turnaround Publication 
of Conference Proceedings

Client is a scholarly, not-for-pro�t that publishes 
STEM Journals and Books.

Society publishers face tough challenges in 
processing these conference proceedings.

Manage large volumes  

Short turnaround (within 48 hours) requirements

Need to be converted into digital formats 

Manage high-quality expectations 

Multiple source formats

Keeping costs down   
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The customer reached out to Lumina Datamatics for its experience in handling such work and its automated 
production processes that comprehends the requirement. To implement the process, the �les were             
downloaded with the aid of an auto-download tool and pushed into our work�ow management system. Once 
completed, our expert team having identi�ed the automation requirements used speci�c in-house tools for 
execution. Consistent monitoring was maintained to ensure that the work environment was controlled until 
documents were delivered as print and digital outputs. The production teams have managed more than 
160,000 pages over the last few years. 

The various automated tools that were used included the following:

Auto-download scheduler

Customized work�ow management 
system

QC tools 

DOI insertion watch folders

Package creation tool

Automated system 

Extracts large volumes of content 

Creates stylized documents

Manages styling and conversion

HIGHLIGHTS

With the implementation of the system, process time was minimized and met the 48-hour 
turnaround time 

High-quality standards were maintained, and process was made error-free

Resulted in signi�cant costs savings 

Over a period of time, customer has stopped reviewing our output as we were able to deliver 
sustained quality

SOLUTION

BENEFITS

Lumina Datamatics Facts 

marketing@luminad.com 
www.luminadatamatics.com

North America   :      Norwell, MA
Europe    :      Munich
Asia    :      Bengaluru, Chennai, Mumbai, Noida, Puducherry
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